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SPRAYERS & FOGGERS 
MSO DRAMM ELECTRIC HEAVY DUTY 
SPRAYER 
The Dramm Heavy-Duty sprayer 
is our most popular commercial 
greenhouse sprayer.  Powerful 
and compact-designed for every 
type of chemical application.  
Model MSO is a hydraulic sprayer with fully adjustable pres-
sures, making it a highly flexible tool for the application of pesti-
cides, fungicides, wetting agents, cleaning solutions and disinfec-
tants.  By simply twisting the spray gun knob you can adjust the 
pressure from a stream that throws up to 20 feet to an eight 
foot diameter mist.   The Dramm Heavy-Duty sprayer has a 6 
month warranty on all parts and service.  Includes 33’ discharge 
hose, trigger gun, MSO heavy duty sprayer, 120 volt. 
Order #: 30-9800 –sold as each 

 

MS-GAS DRAMM GAS SPRAYER 
[special order item] 
The Dramm MS-Gas sprayer is pow-
erful and compact-designed for every 
type of chemical application.  Pow-
ered by a 4-stroke Honda engine for 
reliability.  Includes a 66’ discharge 
hose, trigger-style gun, and suction hose sprayer.  MS-Gas 
sprayer has a 6 month warranty on all parts and service. 
Order #: 30-0200 –sold as each 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HYDRA 50 GALLON DRAMM HYDRAULIC 

SPRAYER        
[special order item] 
The Dramm Hydra Multi-spray Hydraulic 
Sprayer is a high volume hydraulic sprayer 
capable of performing a variety of tasks.  
The Hydra is perfect for the application of 
insecticides, fungicides, growth regulators, 
fertilizers, disinfectants and other chemi-
cals.  With a pump output of 4 gallons per 
minute, the Hydra offers enough volume 

to utilize a choice of guns and agitate the tank at the same time.  
The pump has a maximum operating pressure of 550 psi with a 
fully adjustable regulator.  This allows for a variety of droplet 
sizes and spray distances.  The Hydra uses a close-coupled pump 
to eliminate belt or chain maintenance and is run by a sealed 1.5 
horse power electric motor.  The standard gun offers a choice 
of patterns with an output of 1.3 gallons per minute.  Different 
nozzle tips are available for lower or higher flow rates.  The 
Hydra comes standard with a 50 gallon tank on a maneuverable 
cart with rear casters for easy turning when full.  The unit in-
cludes 150 feet of hose on a variable drag reel.  120 volt 
Order #: 30-9907 –sold as each 

 

MINI COLDFOGGER BY DRAMM  
[special order item] 
The Dramm Mini Coldfogger is a low-
volume chemical applicator that can easily 
apply all formulations of pesticides, growth 
retardants, fungicides, wetting agents, clean-
ing products and disinfectants using a highly 
concentrated spray solution.  The low-
volume method of applying chemical solu-
tions diminishes costly run-off and greatly 
reduces application times.  Very small drop-

lets are generated to provide deep and even penetration of 
chemicals.  The 30 liter (8 gallon) chemical tank holds enough 
spray solution to provide up to 30,000 square feet of coverage 
in as little as 30 minutes.  The powerful high pressure fog pro-
jects a plume of 30-60 micron diameter spray droplets 20-25 
feet from the hand held spray gun.  Includes 75 feet of high pres-
sure hose. 
Order #: 30-9910 –sold as each 
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MINI AUTOFOG BY DRAMM 
[special order item] 
The Dramm Mini Autofog is an easy to use, low 
volume chemical applicator designed with smaller 
greenhouses in mind.  The MLVH-10A can treat 
5,000 sq. ft. automatically, without an operator pre-
sent.  The Mini Autofog can easily apply a wide vari-
ety of chemical formulations using a highly concen-
trated spray solution.  A specially designed nozzle 
generates billions of micro-particles (0.5 to 10.0 
microns in diameter) that fill the entire treatment area with ac-
tive chemical.  These tiny particles ensure complete and even 
coverage of all plant surfaces.  The low-volume method of apply-
ing chemical solutions utilized in the Mini Autofog eliminates 
costly run-off and reduces the amount of chemical needed.  The 
MLVH-10A is backed by a 6 month warranty of parts and labor.  
120 volt 
Order #: 30-99100 –sold as each 

 

ULVA LOW VOLUME SPRAYER 
[special order item] 
The ULVA+ is a rotary disk atomizer that applies chemicals 
evenly both indoors and outdoors.  It is designed for use in ar-
eas where there is natural air movement.  The Dramm ULVA+ 
is perfect for outdoor row crops as well as cut flowers.  The 
ULVA+ produces 50-60 micron droplets that drift on air cur-
rents as they drop, providing even coverage on all plant sur-
faces.  The one liter bottle can treat up to 6,000 square feet 
with one fill.  The ULVA+ uses 4 D cell batteries.  Complete 
with batteries and recharger. 
Order #: 30-9913 –sold as each 

 

TURBAIR ELECTRAFAN 
[special order item] 
The Dramm Turbair Electrafan (TEF) is an air assisted spinning 
disc sprayer for low and ultra-low volume application of insecti-
cides and fungicides in situations with no natural air movement, 
e.g. indoors.  The Electrafan 110 is powered by an A/C electric 
motor of 110 volts (60 hz) and uses a suitable extension cable 
which allows treatments up to 200 ft. from a power source.  
The Electrafan 110 can efficiently apply water-based mixtures at 
both low volumes (normally 8 to 16 liters/acre) and ultra-low 
volume (ULV) formulations.  The Electrafan can be used in glass-
houses and polytunnels for the treatment of crops, for pest con-
trol in buildings, insect control in animal houses and for applying 
vaccines to poultry. 
Order #: 30-TEF –sold as each 

CHEM DOSE BY DRAMM W/ 20 GALLON 
TANK     
[special order item] 
The Dramm Chemdose is a precision appli-
cation system for applying exact doses of 
chemical solution directly to the plants 
roots.  Application of growth regulators, 
fungicides, systemic pesticides, and fertiliz-
ers are optimized with the Chemdose be-
cause the chemical solution is measured 

precisely and applied directly to the root zone, avoiding wasteful 
run-off and over spray.  The Chemdose is designed to dose 
amounts between 10ml and 90ml per shot.  It offers complete 
variability in dosage settings and allows for single-shot or multi-
ple-shot with variable interval time setting operation.  For com-
plete portability, the Chemdose is battery operated and 
mounted on a standard high strength, steel frame with a 20 gal-
lon tank.  Includes 20 gallon tank with cart, powder coated steel 
frame, 3 different wands-for bench, floor & hanging basket appli-
cations-charger and 25’ hose. 
Order #: 33-80646 –sold as each 

 

SPOTSHOT CORDLESS SPRAYER   
Very nice battery powered spot sprayer.  Great to use for ap-
plying growth regulators, spot treatment of insecticides and fun-
gicides in commercial greenhouses or wonderful sprayer for 
estate, hobby or small research greenhouses. 
Order #: 30-JCO7X –sold as each 

 

SPRAYER ACCESSORIES 
TRIGGER SPRAY GUN FOR MSO SPRAYERS 
[special order item] 
Dramm high quality spray gun for 3/8” high pressure hose 
Order #: 30-9805 –sold as each 

 

L5-5 NOZZLE EXTENSION WAND 
Dramm extension lance for MSO, CS-5AGS or MS-GAS 
high pressure sprayers.  Created by Japanese rose grow-
ers.  Features ring with 5 nozzles at end of lance to 
spray into tall crops like roses or greenhouse tomatoes 
and cucumbers. 
Order #: 30-9911 –sold as each 
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L-5 WAND STOP COCK 
Dramm replacement on/off plated metal valve to use between 
3/8” high pressure hose and L-5 spray wand. 
Order #: 30-99142 –sold as each 

 

CART & 20 GALLON TANK F/
MSO SPRAYERS 
Dramm 4 wheel commercial quality grower cart 
with rectangular belly 20 gallon tank.  Ready to 
add your MSO electric or gas sprayer and start 
spraying. 
Order #: 30-9806 –sold as each 

 

33’ DISCHARGE HOSE 500 PSI F/MSO  
SPRAYERS [special order item] 
High quality 3/8” hose with fittings to operate at pressures up to 
500 PSI.  Use with Dramm MSO electric or gas sprayer. 
Order #: 30-9807 –sold as each 

 

100’ DISCHARGE HOSE 500 PSI  F/MSO 
SPRAYERS [special order item] 
High quality hose with fittings to operate at pressures up to 500 
PSI.  Use with Dramm MSO electric or gas sprayer. 
Order #: 30-9808 –sold as each 

 

JD9C HEAVY DUTY SPRAY GUN 
[special order item] 
Adjusts quickly from mist to pencil-like stream.  
Trigger locks on for user comfort.  Ruggedly 
built, precision machined.  Wide choice of tips, 
nozzles and root feeders to use with gun. 
Order #: 30-900 –sold as each 

 

TIP-EXTRA SMALL 0.9-1.3 GPM 
[special order item] 
Special tip to use with JD9C spray gun 
Order #: 30-901 –sold as each 

TIP-SMALL 1-3 GPM 
[special order item] 
Special tip to use with JD9C spray gun 
Order #: 30-902 –sold as each 

TIP-MEDIUM 2-5 GPM       
[special order item] 
Special tip to use with JD9C spray gun 
Order #: 30-903 –sold as each 

        
TIP-LARGE 3-8 GPM     
[special order item] 
Special tip to use with JD9C spray gun 
Order #: 30-904 –sold as each 

        
TIP-EXTRA LARGE 10-19 GPM    
[special order item] 
Special tip to use with JD9C spray gun 
Order #: 30-905 –sold as each 

        
101 FA FLOODING NOZZLE    
[special order item] 
Special tip to use with JD9C spray gun 
Order #: 30-9101 –sold as each 

        
101 FB FLOODING NOZZLE    
[special order item] 
Special tip to use with JD9C spray gun 
Order #: 30-91015 –sold as each 

        
TIP ADAPTER FOR JD9C SPRAY GUN 
[special order item] 
Order #: 30-9301 –sold as each 

 

PUMP UP & ESTATE SPRAYERS 
425 SOLO PISTON PUMP BACKPACK 

SPRAYER 
4 gallon backpack sprayer capable of producing 
up to 90 psi.  High density poly tank with Viton 
seals good for most every spraying task.  Pump 
lever reversible for left or right hand operation. 
Order #: 30-880010 –sold as each 

SPRAYERS, HOSES & NOZZLES 
SPRAYER A CCESSO RIES & PU MP UP & ESTATE SPRAYERS 
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475 SOLO DIAPHRAGM PUMP 
BACKPACK SPRAYER 
[special order item] 
4 gallon backpack sprayer capable of produc-
ing up to 60 psi.  Has Viton diaphragm and 
seals.  Able to pass small abrasive particles so 
ideal for use with wettable powder as well as 
liquid formulations.  Pump lever reversible 
for left or right hand operation. 
Order #: 30-880008 –sold as each 

 

2 GALLON PREMIUM POLY PUMP 
UP SPRAYER 2000P 
[special order item] 
Gilmour ultraviolet resistant, translucent polyeth-
ylene tank.  Extra-wide 3 1/4” mouth for easy fill 
and cleaning.  Automatic or manual pressure relief 
valve with pressure indicator ring.  Fast pressuriz-
ing, 10” non-corroding polymer pump.  Replace-
able pump cup.  Chemical resistant polymer discharge valve with 
comfort grip.  Chemical resistant leak proof Viton seals in dis-
charge valve and tip.  Heavy-duty 18” rotating brass wand with 
adjustable brass nozzle.  Extra long 52” premium PVC hose.  
Easy to clean in-line filter.  Pivoting outside handle for carrying 
and easy filling/pouring.  Wand storage clips on pump handle and 
carrying handle.  2 gallon operating capacity.  2 1/2 gallon actual 
capacity.   
Order #: 60-792209 –sold as each 

 

POLY PUMP UP 3 GALLON 
SPRAYER #301P            
[special order item] 
Gilmour ultraviolet resistant, translucent polyethyl-
ene tank.  Extra-wide 3 1/4” mouth for easy fill and 
cleaning.  Automatic or manual pressure relief valve 
with pressure indicator ring.  Fast pressurinzing, 
10” non-corroding polymer pump.   Replaceable 
pump cup.  Chemical resistant polymer discharge 
valve with comfort grip.  Chemical resistant leak 
proof Viton seals in discharge valve and tip.  Flexible 16” rotat-
ing polymer nozzle.  33” premium PVC hose.  Wand storage clip 
on locking “D” type/carry handle.  2 1/2 gallon operating capac-
ity.  3 gallon actual capacity.  Convenient carry strap. 
Order #: 60-792218 –sold as each 

 

 

PUMPLESS 2 GALLON SPRAYER 
[special order item] 
Hudson sprayer that pressurizes itself when filling 
with a water hose.  With wand, nozzle and pressure 
relief valve. 
Order #: 30-61132 –sold as each 

 

TROMBONE SPRAYER (F/SMALL TREES)  
[special order item] 
Hudson small trombone sprayer to pull solution directly from 
chemical bucket or barrel. 
Order #: 30-61219 –sold as each 

 

SPRAYER TROMBONE (HIGH PRESSURE) 
[special order item] 
Hudson tree and shrub sprayer.  
Shoots 20 feet for tall coverage 
of tall trees.  72” hose with 
large filter drops directly into 

chemical bucket or barrel.  Includes extension.  Adjustable noz-
zle.  Pump action.  Sturdy no-slip grips.  Long-lasting nickel-
plated brass pump.  1 year warranty. 
Order #: 30-61224 –sold as each 

 

DIAL-A-MIX HOSE END SPRAYER  
[special order item] 
Gilmour sprayer with no pre-mixing re-
quired-set metering dial for required dilu-
tion; concentrate and water will automati-
cally be mixed at set rate.  Metering dial 
easily adjusts up 11 dilution rates, from 1 

to 21 teaspoons.  Sprays up to 132 gallons on a single filling.  
Built-in anti-siphon device prevents back flow.  Instant pistol grip 
on/off handle for easy use.  Fan spray attachment for large areas.  
Gentle spray attachment included for safely spraying herbicides.  
Sprays solid stream up to 25 ft.  Extra-wide mouth for easy fill-
ing and cleaning.  Dial snaps out for easy cleaning.  Durable, 
chemical resistant, rustproof polymer construction.  
Order #: 60-336800 –sold as each –6 per case 

SPRAYERS, HOSES & NOZZLES 
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HERBI SPRAYER & ACCESSORIES 
HERBI 2 POWER PAK & FLEX LANCE 
The Microfit Herbaflex, part of the modular Microfit system, is a 
shrouded, spinning disc sprayer for the Controlled Droplet Ap-
plication (CDA) of herbicides and other chemicals.  The 
shielded Herbaflex atomizer allows greater control of all applied 
chemicals.  The shroud has an adjustable band width of 4-20 
inches, and with an optional attachment the band width in-
creases to 6-30 inches.  This shroud recaptures any unsprayed 
solution and allows it to be re-used while preventing dripping 
any over spray.  With the attachment of the Herbi Spray Shield, 
drift due to wind and mis-spraying is eliminated.  The Herbi is 
used worldwide for band spraying narrow strips of weeds.  Uses 
include general clean-up around buildings, borders, pathways 
and strip spraying and in between crop rows.  Use “D” cell bat-
teries for power. 
Order #: 60-MHF2 –sold as each 

 

HERBAFLEX SPRAY SHIELD 
Plastic oval shield to install over nozzle and limit coverage area.  
Often used when applying glyphosate or other herbicides near 
or between crops. 
Order #: 60-5171A –sold as each 

 

HERBI MICROFIT STANDARD LANCE 
Allows Herbi to spray up to a 4’ wide spray pattern 
Order #: 60-LH-1A –sold as each 

 

CHEMICAL VAPORIZING BURNERS 
WILMOD SULPHUR POWDER BURNER 
Often called sulphur pots to vaporize sulfphur or other ap-
proved wettable powder-type products.  Widely used in 
Europe.  Plug into 115 volt power to operate. 
Order #: 30-75 –sold as each 

 

DUSTERS 
HD-7 GRANULE APPLICATOR/TUMMY 
DUSTER [special order item] 
Nice grower quality duster to apply dusting powders with hand 
crank on side of unit. 
Order #: 30-97 –sold as each 

GRANULAR FERTILIZER/CHEMICAL  
APPLICATORS 

SELECT-A-FEED JR.  
[special order item] 
Use to apply granules to smaller pots.  A one piece 
stainless steel fertilizer applicator.  This proven appli-
cator provides fast, accurate measurements for your 
fertilizing.  It is adjustable for a variety of gram sizes.  
One pull of the trigger dispenses one unit or multiple 
pulls increase total grams per pot.  Calibrated for the 
chemical Marathon/Mantra. 
Order #: 30-02201 –sold as each 

 

PERFECT-A-FEED W/CRANK  
HANDLE [special order item] 
Hand carried unit to topdress Osmocote and granular 
fertilizers 
Order #: 30-01101 –sold as each 
 

PERFECT-A-FEED BACKPACK 
[special order item] 
Backpack unit to topdress Osmocote and granular fertilizers 
Order #: 30-01100 –sold as each 
 

1/3 TEASPOON DRUM FOR PERFECT-A-
FEED [special order item] 
Drum to put in Perfect-a-Feed unit for Marathon/Mantra appli-
cation or to topdress other small volume fertilizers or granules. 
Order #: 30-0103 –sold as each 
 

1 TEASPOON DRUM FOR PERFECT-A-FEED 
[special order item] 
Drum to put in Perfect-a-Feed unit for application of Osmocote 
and granular fertilizers 
Order #: 30-0101 –sold as each 
 

1 TABLESPOON DRUM FOR PERFECT-A-
FEED [special order item] 
Drum to put in Perfect-a-Feed unit for application of Osmocote 
and granular fertilizers 
Order #: 30-0102 –sold as each 

SPRAYERS, HOSES & NOZZLES 
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PNS E-Z FEEDER MODEL “A”  
[special order item] 
Aluminum drum with plunger to release granular fertilizers.  
Adjustable for applications of 1/2 to 4 teaspoons and is great for 
bench crops. 
Order #: 33-0006 –sold as each 

 

PNS E-Z FEEDER MODEL “C”  
[special order item] 
Aluminum drum with plunger to release specific amounts of 
Osmocote and granular fertilizers.  Adjustable for 1 1/2 to 7 1/2 
teaspoons.  Drum holds 750 teaspoons.  Good for coated and 
slow release fertilizers and is good for containers grown on the 
ground. 
Order #: 33-00061 –sold as each 

 

PNS E-Z FEEDER MODEL “C-1”  
[special order item] 
Aluminum drum with plunger to release Osmocote and granular 
fertilizers.  Adjustable for 1/2 to 4 teaspoon doses. 
Order #: 33-00062 –sold as each 

 

PNS MEASURE MASTER [special order item] 
Aluminum drum with plunger to release Osmocote and granular 
fertilizers.  Adjustable for 1/12 to 1 teaspoon.  Great for Mara-
thon/Mantra or Ronstar G.  Great for crops grown on benches. 
Order #: 33-0007 –sold as each 

 

ROOT FEEDER 
MODEL 1200C ROOT FEEDER 
Tree experts recommend watering and fertil-
izing below the soil’s surface, where most of 
the active tree roots grow.  The Ross Root 
Feeder’s deep feeding system is specially de-
signed to do exactly that.  Simply connect a 
garden hose to the Root Feeder and insert 
the feed tube into the soil around the dripline 
of a tree.  Water flows through a chamber 
filled with fertilizer, through a feed tube right to the tree’s 
roots.  Perfect for use in drought weather, there is no runoff 
and wasted water, just healthy, beautiful trees all season.  Wa-
ters and fertilizes at root level.  Easy to use-no mixing or meas-
uring. 
Order #: 30-12044 –sold as each –6 per case 

INTERIORSCAPE  
WATERING MACHINES 

All these units feature pre-pressurized vertical steel 
water tanks with an appliance-like enamel finish and 
swivel casters on the front and durable wheels on the 
back for easy mobility.  Comes with two interchange-
able wand tubes and spray heads.  Each unit comes 
with wand valve, utility bag, service tray and mainte-
nance kit. 

 

AQUAMATE #2 WATER MACHINE [special 
order item] 
9 gallon capacity; 43# empty, 118# full 
Order #: 30-00020 –sold as each 
 

AQUAMATE #3 WATER MACHINE [special 
order item] 
12 gallon capacity; 50# empty, 160# full 
Order #: 30-00030 –sold as each 
 

AQUAMATE #4 WATER MACHINE [special 
order item] 
20 gallon capacity; 95# empty, 290# full 
Order #: 30-00040 –sold as each 
 

AQUAMATE #5 WATER MACHINE [special 
order item] 
28 gallon capacity; 125# empty, 370# full 
Order #: 30-00050 –sold as each 
 

AQUAMATE #6 WATER MACHINE [special 
order item] 
40 gallon capacity; 145# empty, 500# full 
Order #: 30-00060 –sold as each 
 

DRAMM BATTERY OPERATED WATER 
CART [special order item] 
20 gallon tank on 4 wheel cart with battery operated 4.9 gpm 
pump.  Great to use on interiorscape watering projects. 
Order #: 305013 –sold as each 

SPRAYERS, HOSES & NOZZLES 
ROOT FEEDE RS & INTERIO RSCAPE WATERING M ACHINES 
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WALK N WATER CLAM PACK #69646  
[discontinued when sold] 
Hudson consumer grade indoor 
water hose assembly with 18” brass 
spray wand on 45’ long 1/4” diame-
ter recoil hose with fittings for 
spigot, garden hose or sink faucet. 
Order #: 30-69646 –sold as each 

 
CONSUMER HOSE END  
NOZZLES & BREAKERS 

1000 REDHEAD WATER BREAKER CARDED  
Newest and finest flow 2 1/4” standard water 
breaker with 1000 holes in metal plate secured on 
red plastic body. 
Order #: 60-1011000 –sold as each –12 per car-
ton 

 

WATER BREAKER 400 AL 
CARDED [special order item] 
Professional grade, original Dramm full flow 400 
hole 2 1/4” shower head.  Hand crafted of alumi-
num in USA. 
Order #: 60-1012342 –sold as each –12 per 
carton 

 

WATER BREAKER 400 PL CARDED 
Original Dramm full flow 400 hole 2 1/4” shower 
head.  Unbreakable plastic.  Blue or black.  Made 
in the USA. 
Order #: 60-1012346 –sold as each –12 per 
carton 

 

WATER BREAKER 170 PL  CARDED 
Narrow 170 hole 1 3/8” water pattern for con-
tainer watering.  Unbreakable Dramm plastic.  
Blue or black.. 
Order #: 60-1012349 –sold as each –12 per 
carton 

 

 

 

FOGG-IT NOZZLE CARDED [ 
Three mist jets for watering all fragile plants.  Great 
for misting cuttings or seed flats.  Brass. Made in the 
USA.  Fine Foggit nozzle 1 gpm w/ 3/4” female 
thread to go on water hose. 
Order #: 60-1012344 –sold as each –12 per carton 

 

510-C SEEDLING NOZZLES DRAMM 
Carded Dramm seedling nozzle to provide fine spray 
from water hose over cuttings or seed flats.  Screw 
on end of garden hose and start misting. 
Order #: 60-510 –sold as each –12 per carton 

 

9 PATTERN REVOLVER NOZZLES 
Nine spray patterns.  Quick-click pattern changing.  
Ergonomic insulated grip.  Dramm heavy-duty con-
struction.  Lifetime guarantee. 
Order #: 10-12700 –sold as each –12 per carton 

 

METAL SELECT-A-SPRAY  
NOZZLE     
[discontinued when sold] 
Gilmour high quality metal pistol grip type nozzle 
to dial up the water pattern you choose. 
Order #: 60-005842 –sold as each –10 per carton 

 

#4003 NOZZLE SHOWER SPRAYER   
[discontinued when sold] 
5 function “Old Gardner” brand pistol grip inexpensive promo-
tional grade nozzle 
Order #: 60-582571 –sold as each –12per carton 

 

METAL FAN NOZZLE W/1/4 TURN VALVE   
Dramm rose nozzle in assorted colors with 1/4 turn 
on/off valve.  Ergonomic insulated grip. 
Order #: 60-910 –sold as each –12 per carton 

 

INSULATED FAN SPRAY #2285   
[discontinued when sold] 
Nelson brand metal fan spray with shutoff built into nozzle 
Order #: 60-2285 –sold as each –10 per carton 

SPRAYERS, HOSES & NOZZLES 
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MIST SPRAYERS 7 1/2” 
Fogg-it hose end mist sprayer with single nozzle hole to provide 
fine mist, fog and/or humidity in the greenhouse. 
Order #: 60-0791 –sold as each 

 

ALL PURPOSE NOZZLES 
Fogg-it heavy metal plated watering tool about 8” long with 
thumb operated on/off squeeze valve.  Quick opening valve has 
rubber crook neck spout extending off metal valve.  Reduces 
water flow because of narrow wand. 
Order #: 60-0790 –sold as each 

 

POT WATERER COMBO 14” 
Fogg-it 14” long heavy metal plated watering tool with thumb 
operated on/off valve.  Comes with both pot waterer and mist 
sprayer heads.  Great for hobby greenhouses, estates or interi-
orscapes.  Reduces water flow because of narrow wand. 
Order #: 60-0787 –sold as each 

 

POT WATERER COMBO 24” 
Fogg-it 24” long heavy metal plated watering tool with thumb 
operated on/off valve.  Comes with both pot waterer and mist 
sprayer heads.  Great for hobby greenhouses, estates or interi-
orscapes.  Reduces water flow because of narrow wand. 
Order #: 60-0788 –sold as each 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONSUMER  
HOSE SHUT OFF VALVES 

BRASS SHUT-OFF CARDED 
[special order item] 
Professional quality.  3/4” male hose 
thread x 3/4” female hose thread.  Full 
flow valve.  Brass.  Made in the USA. 

Order #: 60-1012353 –sold as each –12 per carton 

 

SHUT OFF VALVE CARDED (C-45-C)  
[special order item] 
Large Dramm 1/4 turn on/off full flow 
valve with ergonomic handle.  Perfect for 
arthritic hands or wet, slippery fingers. 

Order #: 60-12365 –sold as each –12 per carton 

 

TOUCH ‘N FLOW 65C VALVE 
Dramm squeeze handle on/off valve to install on your 
favorite watering tools 
Order #: 60-65C –sold as each –12 per carton 

 

 

THUMB VALVE CARDED 
3/4” FHT x 3/4” MHT brass Fogg-it valve carded for 
retail sale 
Order #: 60-07911 –sold as each 

 

 

 

FLEX NOZZLE 
Fogg-it short rubber hose end nozzle.  Push down or bend hose 
to get water.  Release to turn off.  Open hose stub on end so 
you can not add your own water nozzles.  Like gas stations used 
to use to fill radiators. 
Order #: 60-0789 –sold as each 

SPRAYERS, HOSES & NOZZLES 
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AUTO SHUT-OFF VALVE 
Short Fogg-it on/off valve with hose fittings on both sides of 
valve.  Push down on short rubber section to get water.  Re-
lease to turn off.  Able to add water nozzles of your choise to 
3/4” male hose thread.  Like gas stations used to use to fill radia-
tors. 
Order #: 60-0785 –sold as each 

 

CONSUMER WATER WANDS  
6” HANDI-WANDS 
Adjustable spray pattern.  Dramm one-touch plastic shut off 
valve with #400 plastic breaker and ergonomic insulated grip.  
Available in six enticing colors.  Lifetime guarantee. 
Order #: 60-0151 –sold as each –12 per carton 

 

24” 45 DEGREE RAIN WANDS   
[special order item] 
Standard Dramm 24” long aluminum extension wand 
for general watering with #400 plastic breaker and 
plastic shut off valve. 
Order #: 60-424 –sold as each –24 per case 

 

30” 45 DEGREE RAIN WANDS    
[special order item] 
Dramm 30” aluminum extension wand with a cycolac plastic 400 
hole water breaker and plastic shut off. 
Order #: 60-430 –sold as each –24 per case 

 

36” 90 DEGREE HANGING BASKET 
WANDS  
Dramm aluminum 36” tube with crook neck to water hanging 
baskets with plastic #400 water breaker and plastic shut off 
valve. 
Order #: 60-178 –sold as each –6 per carton 

CLASSIC WATERING WAND 
ASSORTMENT DISPLAY 
[special order item] 
Dramm display with Sizes: 6-16”, 12-24” and 24
-30” standard container wands and 6-36” hang-
ing basket wands and 72 assorted  other water-
ing tools and watering accessories. 
Order #: 60-60033 –120 items per display 

16” WATERCOLOR RAIN WANDS    
With plastic #400 water breaker and plastic 1/4 turn on/off 
valve 
Order #: 60-0161 –sold as each –12 per carton 

 

24” COLORSMITH WANDS 
[discontinued when sold] 
Stylish copper finish.  Ergonomic insulated grip.  One-touch 
brass lever activated 1/4 turn on/off valve.  Gentle, full flow for 
quick watering with #400 plastic water breaker.  Dramm profes-
sional grade materials.  Lifetime guarantee. 
Order #: 60-00003 –sold as each –12 per carton 

 

30” COLORMARK RAIN WANDS 
The premium Rain Wand.  Handcrafted brass 1/4 
turn shut-off valve and plastic #400 water 
breaker.  Gentle, full flow for fast watering.  Com-
fortable foam grip.  Dramm professional grade 
materials.  Available in six rich colors.  American 
made.  Lifetime guarantee.    
Order #: 60-0156 –sold as each 
Order #: 60-0155 –24 wand display –4 each of 6 

colors 

 

TOUCH ‘N FLOW RAINWANDS 
One-touch lever activated valve with ergo-
nomic insulated grip.  Dramm professional 
grade materials.  Available in six vibrant col-
ors.  Lifetime guarantee.  Also comes with 
colored wand and colored plastic #400 water 
breaker. 

Order #: 10-12623 –16” wand –sold as each –12 per carton 
Order #: 60-12812 –30” wand –sold as each –12 per carton 

SPRAYERS, HOSES & NOZZLES 
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30” CARDED SUNRISE WANDS WITH #400 
PLASTIC BREAKER & ON/OFF VALVE  
[discontinued when sold] 
Comfortable grip. Plastic 1/4 turn. On/off 
valve with plastic #400 water breaker.  Gen-
tle, full flow for quick watering.  Professional 
grade materials.  Available in six vibrant col-
ors.  30” colored wand with standard 45 
degree neck.  Lifetime guarantee. 
Order #: 60-00009 –sold as each –12 per carton 

 

TOUCH ‘N FLOW PRO RAIN 
WANDS [special order item] 
Each display contains 36-9 pattern revolver noz-
zles and 48 touch ‘n flow wands in six colors, 
sizes: 16” and 30” container wands and 36” 
hanging basket wands.  All container wands with 
#400 plastic water breakers and touch ’n flow 
shut-off valves.  Hanging basket wands with 
#170 plastic water breakers and Touch ‘n Flow 
wands. 
Order #: 60-60042 –78 items per display 

 

GROWER HOSE END  
NOZZLES & BREAKERS 

“REDHEAD” 2 1/4” WATER 
BREAKER 
Water your plugs or seedlings with the softest 
full-flow watering nozzle available.  The Dramm 
1000PL Redhead water breaker has over 1,000 
micro holes that create an ultra-soft flower 
shower which will not disturb delicate soil or 
harm tender plants.  Made in the USA from ABS plastic and 
stainless steel.  3/4” female hose threads. 
Order #: 60-0172 –sold as each –50 per case 

 

MINI-REDHEAD 1 3/8” WATER BREAKER 
Dramm’s smaller version of the new Redhead breaker to pro-
vide the softest full flow of any 1 3/8” water breaker.  3/4” fe-
male hose threads. 
Order #: 60-0174 –sold as each –64 per case 

 

 

LEMONHEAD 2 1/4” WATER BREAKER 
The Dramm 750 water breaker is designed to 
offer a softer flow.  Even softer than the 1000PL 
Redhead, the 750PL allows for more precise wa-
tering and gives growers yet another choice for 
more flexibility in watering with 750 holes in the 
face plate.  3/4” female hose threads. 

Order #: 60-9102 –sold as each –50 per case 

 

ALUMINUM “ORIGINAL” 2 1/4” WATER 
BREAKER 

The original full-flow shower head nozzle.  
Dramm’s aluminum 400 Water Breaker provides 
fast, full-flow watering without damage to your 
plants or disturbing soil.  Used and recommended 
daily by professional growers worldwide.  Cast 
aluminum with 3/4” brass female  hose threads.  

Invented, designed and manufactured in the USA since 1945. 
Order #: 60-0401 –sold as each –50 per case 

 

CYCOLAC 2 1/4” WATER BREAKER 
The 400PL Water Breaker provides fast, full-flow 
watering without damage to your plants.  Pat-
terned after the original 400 Aluminum water 
breaker, the 400PL is made from high-impact ABS 
plastic and aluminum to provide a lightweight al-
ternative.  Used by professional growers world-

wide.  Made in the USA by Dramm.  3/4” female hose threads. 
Order #: 60-0400 –sold as each –50 per case 

 

ALUMINUM 1 3/8” WATER BREAKER 
The 170AL Water Breaker is excellent for water-
ing in areas with low water pressure or with sys-
tems which restrict total water volume.  It is de-
signed for small containers like hanging baskets, 
and when using fertilizer siphons which adjust 
water flow to 50% of its possible volume.  Cast 

aluminum with 3/4” brass female hose threads.  Manufactured in 
the USA by Dramm. 
Order #: 60-0171 –sold as each –64 per case 

SPRAYERS, HOSES & NOZZLES 
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CYCOLAC 1 3/8” WATER BREAKER 
Patterned after the 170 Aluminum water 
breaker, the 170PL is an excellent choice for 
watering in areas with low water pressure or 
with systems which restrict total water volume.  
It is designed for small containers like hanging 
baskets.  Works well even when you adjust 
water flow to 50% of its possible volume.  Made in the USA 
from ABS plastic by Dramm.  3/4” female hose threads. 
Order #: 60-0170 –sold as each 

 

FOGG-IT BRASS NOZZLES 
The Fogg-It Nozzle is designed for misting deli-
cate seedlings or for raising humidity around 
wilting plants.  This nozzle has three mist jets 
which create a conical spray pattern.  Available in 
4 different discharge rates.  Made in the USA from solid brass.  
3/4” female hose threads.  Available in 4 different flow rate sizes.   
Order #: 60-0780 –superfine (1/2 gpm)  
   –sold as each –6 per carton 
Order #: 60-0781 –fine (1gpm) –sold as each –6 per carton 
Order #: 60-0782 –low (2 gpm) –sold as each –6 per carton 
Order #: 60-0784 –heavy (4 gpm) –sold as each –6 per carton 

 

“RAINBOY” NOZZLE HOLDER 
Wire spike to push in ground or container and hold Foggit noz-
zle upright on end of hose to convert regular foggit nozzle into a 
sprinkler. 
Order #: 60-0786 –sold as each 

 

GROWER HOSE SHUT OFF VALVES 
3/4” FHT X 3/4” MHT/BRASS SHUT-OFF 
Our heaviest duty 1/4 turn shut off valve.  
These Dramm brass valves often perform 
for years even with heavy use.  The valve 
to get unless you are bad about losing 
them. 
Order #: 60-0300 –sold as each –25 per case 

 

FULL FLOW 5/8” PLASTIC SHUT-OFF 
A new ABS polypropylene plastic on/off valve from Dramm to 
provide full “non-restricted” flow on 5/8” water hoses.  3/4” 
female hose thread x 3/4” male hose thread. 
Order #: 60-9101 –sold as each –50 per case 

HEAVY DUTY 3/4” PLASTIC SHUT-OFF 
The #45 Dramm Shut-Off is designed to 
provide fingertip water control at the end of 
your garden hose.  A simple quarter turn of 
the large ergonomic handle and the water is 

off—even when your hands are wet!  Engineered to withstand 
higher water pressures than ordinary inexpensive plastic valves.  
Made from heavy-duty plastic.  3/4” female hose thread x 3/4” 
male hose thread. 
Order #: 60-045 –sold as each –50 per case 

 

3/4” FHT X 3/4” MHT PLASTIC SHUT OFF 
Raindrip plastic ball valve, a reasonably priced plastic 1/4 turn 
ball valve for standard or light duty applications. 
Order #: 60-61501 –sold as each –40 per carton 

 

WATER SHUT-OFF VALVE-SGL-#4035 
Old Gardner promotional  lightweight 1/4 turn plastic shut off 
valve.  Our least expensive shut off valve. 
Order #: 60-582577 –sold as each 

 

CYCOLAC TWIN SHUT-OFF VALVE 
Dramm twin shut off with 3/4” female thread-
screws on your faucet or hose and creates a “Y” 
for 2 hose hookups with an on/off shutoff on each 
fork. 
Order #: 60-0235 –sold as each –24 per case 

SPRAYERS, HOSES & NOZZLES 
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GROWER WATER WANDS  
Handi-Reach Handles are de-
signed to eliminate the stretch-
ing and stooping associated 
with hand watering.  Available 
in 16”, 24”, 30”, 36” and 48” 
lengths, these rugged tools allow you to water hard-
to-reach areas with ease.  Made in the USA from ex-
truded aluminum tubing, forged brass hose couplings 
and a comfort hand grip.  3/4” male and female hose 
threads. 

 

16” HANDI-REACH WAND 45 DEGREES 
Standard 16” basic aluminum Dramm water wand 
Order #: 60-0116 –sold as each –12 per carton 

 

24” HANDI-REACH WAND 45 DEGREES 
Standard 24” basic aluminum Dramm water wand 
Order #: 60-0124 –sold as each –12 per carton 

 

30” HANDI-REACH WAND 45 DEGREES 
Standard 30” basic aluminum Dramm water wand 
Order #: 60-0130 –sold as each –6 per carton 

 

36” HANDI-REACH WAND 45 DEGREES 
Standard 36” basic aluminum Dramm water wand 
Order #: 60-0136 –sold as each –6 per carton 

 

48” HANDI-REACH WAND 45 DEGREES 
Standard 48” basic aluminum Dramm water wand 
Order #: 60-0148 –sold as each –6 per carton 

 

36” BENT HANDI-REACH HB WAND-90 
DEGREES 
Dramm standard aluminum hanging basket wand with 90 degree 
hook at end to get water to baskets without running down your 
arm and body 
Order #: 60-0137 –sold as each –6 per carton 

48” BENT HANDI-REACH HB WAND-90 
DEGREES 
Dramm standard aluminum hanging basket wand with 90 degree 
hook at end to get water to baskets without running down your 
arm and body. 
Order #: 60-0149 –sold as each –6 per carton 

 

SOAKER HOSES 
SWAN WEEPING SOAKER HOSE    

[special order item] 
Soaker hose made from recycled tires that weeps 
out of full length of hose.  Limit to runs of 100’ or 
less to get good water flow. 
Order #: 60-740079 –UER50 5/8” x 50’  

  –sold as each –10 per case 

Order #: 60-740080 –UER100 5/8” x 100’  
          –sold as each –10 per case 

 

3-TUBE SWAN COUPLED SOAKER HOSE 
Order #: 60-740050 –25’ long  
  –sold as each –10 per case 
Order #: 60-740055 –50’ long –sold as each –10 
per case 

 

TRADITIONAL GREEN WATER HOSE 
5/8” & 3/4” SOFT & SUPPLE 

Swan Soft and Supple hose highly kink 
resistant with seal-tite leakproof brass 
couplings and soft textured abrasion 
resistant cover.  High quality, flexible, 

easy to use and easy to coil hose great for commer-
cial growers or homeowners.   

 

5/8” X 25” SOFT & SUPPLE HOSE  
Order #: 60-740398 –sold as each –5 per case 

 

5/8” X 50’ SOFT & SUPPLE HOSE  
Order #: 60-740400 –sold as each –5 per case 

SPRAYERS, HOSES & NOZZLES 
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5/8” X 75’ SOFT & SUPPLE HOSE  
Order #: 60-7404054 –sold as each –3 per case 

 

5/8” X 100’ SOFT & SUPPLE HOSE  
Order #: 60-740410 –sold as each –3 per case 

 

3/4” X 50’ SOFT & SUPPLE HOSE  
Order #: 60-740420 –sold as each –5 per case 

 

3/4” X 75’ SOFT & SUPPLE HOSE  
Order #: 60-740425 –sold as each –3 per case 

 

5/8” X 100’ FARM & RANCH HOSE 
High quality Swan red reinforced hose with 
heavy duty brass crush proof couplings, high 
burst strength, kink resistant. 
Order #: 60-FR5800 –sold as each –3 per 
case 

 

5/8” FLEXOGEN HOSE      
[special order item] 
Patented 8-ply construction.  Over 500 PSI 
burst strength.  Strong enough to hold the 
highest pressure on the hottest days.  Double 
tire cord reinforced for strength.  Lightweight, 
coils and handles easily in all weather.  Flow 
Guard Plus protective collar resists kinks at 
faucet.  Heavy-duty, crush resistant, Full-Flo brass couplings with 
built-in washer for tight sealing.  Maximum kink resistance.  Pol-
ished surface resists abrasions, stains and mildew. 
Order #: 60-1058050 –5/8” x 50’ –sold as each –6 per case 
Order #: 60-1058075 –5/8” x 75’ –sold as each –4 per case 
Order #: 60-1058100 –5/8” x 100’ –sold as each –2 per case; 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

HIGHEST QUALITY  
GROWER WATER HOSES 

Hot water resistant up to 160 degrees 
F.  Resists kinking.  Coils easily even in 
cold weather.  Crush proof, nickel 
plated coupling.  Available in six entic-
ing colors from Dramm Corp.  Lifetime 
guarantee. 

 

5/8” X 50’ HEAVY DUTY RUBBER HOSE 
Order #: 60-17001 –Red –sold as each –6 per carton 
  60-17002 –orange     
  60-17003 –Yellow    
  60-17004 –Green    
  60-17005 –Blue     
  60-17006 –Berry Purple 
5/8” X 100’ HEAVY DUTY RUBBER HOSE 
Order #: 60-17303 –yellow –sold as each 
 

3/4” X 100’ HEAVY DUTY RUBBER HOSE 
Order #: 60-17313 –yellow –sold as each 
 

HOSE QUICK CONNECTS 
BRASS TWISTY QUICK 3/4” HOSE  

DISCONNECTS  
The 675 Twisty Quick is a quick disconnect 
with hose barb fittings to install on blunt cut 
hoses.  Secure hose to the fitting with a hose 
clamp (not provided).  Can be used in any 
combination with 775 male and 775 female 

Twisty Quick.  Made in Germany from forged brass.  It takes 2 
pieces or a pairto make a full connection. 
Order #: 60-0675 –sold as pair 
 

PLASTIC TWISTY QUICK 3/4” HOSE  
DISCONNECTS 
Twisty Quick-plastic quick connect hose 
adapter.  Design allows full flow of water.  
Dramm patented design is made from heavy-
duty plastic.  3/4” male and female hose 
threads.  Sold as a pair only. 

Order #: 60-0710 –sold as pair 

SPRAYERS, HOSES & NOZZLES 
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WATER HOSE ACCESSORIES 
HOSE CUTTER WITH BLADE    
[discontinued when sold] 
Cuts rubber and vinyl hose and thin wall plastic pipe.  Light-
weight and easy to use.  Cuts clean; no ragged edges.  Blades 
close into sturdy vinyl handle for safety.  Carbon steel replace-
able blade. 
Order #: 60-8000 –sold as each 

 

3/4” BRASS FERRULE     
[special order item] 
Gilmour brass ferrule coupling.  Fits all 3/4” hose. 
Order #: 60-72665184 –sold as each –10 per carton 

 

3/4” BRASS MALE STEM      
[special order item] 
Gilmour brass male stem.  Requires separate hose clamp or 
banding to secure. 
Order #: 60-72035010 –sold as each –10 per carton 

 

3/4” BRASS FEMALE STEM    
[special order item] 
Gilmour brass female stem.  Requires separate hose clamp or 
banding to secure. 
Order #: 60-72035011 –sold as each –10 per carton 

 

PLASTIC HOSE MENDER FOR 5/8” & 3/4” 
HOSES 
Premium nylon construction for maximum 
strength and durability.  Patented impact resis-
tant clamp design.  Non-corroding high grade 
stainless steel screws will not strip when tight-
ened.  Manufactured by Gilmour using highest level of quality 
control.  Leak proof, reusable.  For rubber or plastic hose.  Fits 
all 5/8” or 3/4”hoses. 
Order #: 60-01 –sold as each –12 per carton 

 

HOSE MENDER COUPLER KIT FOR 5/8” TO 
3/4” HOSE 
Old Gardner promotional plastic couplers for hose repairs 
Order #: 60-582575 –sold as kit 

PLASTIC MALE HOSE END FOR 5/8” & 3/4” 
HOSES 
Gilmour brand # 01M fits all 5/8” to 3/4” hoses 
Order #: 60-0112 –sold as each –12 per carton 

 

PLASTIC FEMALE HOSE END FOR 5/8” & 
3/4” HOSES 
Gilmour brand # 01F fits all 5/8” to 3/4” hoses 
Order #: 60-011 –sold as each –12 per carton 

 

5/8” BRASS MALE STEM 
Gilmour brass male stem.  Requires separate hose clamp or 
banding to secure. 
Order #: 60-72035008 –sold as each –10 per carton 

 

5/8” BRASS HEAVY-DUTY FEMALE STEM  
Gilmour heavy duty brass female stem.  Requires separate hose 
clamp or banding to secure. 
Order #: 60-72035021 –sold as each –10 per carton 

 

1/2” BRASS FERRULE 
Gilmour brass hose fitting for all 1/2” hoses 
Order #: 60-321920 –5 per bag –10 bags per carton 

 

1/2” BRASS MALE STEM  
Gilmour brass male stem.  Requires separate hose clamp or 
banding to secure. 
Order #: 60-321925 –5 per bag –10 bags per carton 

 

1/2” BRASS FEMALE STEM 
Gilmour brass female stem.  Requires separate hose clamp or 
banding to secure. 
Order #: 60-321930 –5 per bag –10 bags per carton 

 

NELSON WASHER W/BRASS SCREEN 
Replacement rubber hose washers with brass wire filter screen 
in washer opening. 
Order #: 60-107 –3 per pack 

SPRAYERS, HOSES & NOZZLES 
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FILTER WASHER W/SCREEN 
Replacement rubber washers with basic mesh screen to put in 
your water hoses or water tools to prevent leaks at fittings and 
connections. 
Order #: 60-61010 –5 per pack 

 

3/4” FHT X 3/4” MHT ANTI-SYPHON 
VALVE 
Use at faucet or water hose connection before water hose, with 
overhead nozzles or small drip applications to prevent water 
back up or siphoning into your water supply, especially impor-
tant when injecting liquid fertilizer or chemicals. 
Order #: 60-62001 –sold as each –10 per carton 

 

HOSE RAP 5/8” X 3’ SPRINKLER GUIDE  
[discontinued when sold] 
Wire reinforced 3’ length of hose to twist around posts or ob-
jects to position or target sprinkler nozzles. 
Order #: 60-740427 –sold as each 

 

STRAIGHT JAW PINCER 
Oetiker tool to install hose ear clamps to band hose fittings 
onto hoses 
Order #: 60-1098 –sold as each 

 

3/4” ZP 1-EAR CLAMP 
Oetiker banding strap to secure hose fittings on 3/4” hose. 
Order #: 60-198 –50 per pack 

 

HOSE END TIMERS 
MECHANICAL HOSE TIMER 
Dramm mechanical timer to go between faucet 
and hose or between 2 hoses.  Turn timer to 
desired time, turn water on then timer will shut 
off when watering completed.  Can set “on time” 
from 5 to 120 minutes on ticking timer. 
Order #: 60-0006 –sold as each –6 per carton 

 

 

ELECTRONIC DUAL OUTLET WATER 
TIMER       4 
Four cycle water timer with 4 on/off cycles per day and elec-
tronic keypad. One week clock repeats cycle every 7 days. Has 
skip day function and manual override. Requires 4 “AA” batter-
ies  Order #: 53-400 GTD –sold as each 

 

HOSE GUIDES 
#6058 GARDEN HOSE GUIDE 
Dramm brand heavy plastic hose guides with spike to drive in 
ground.  Top of spike spins to help guide hose and keep out of 
flowerbeds, benches or other obstacles. 
Order #: 60-60058 –sold as each or 12 per display 

 

HOSE REELS & HANGERS 
HOZELOCK-HOSE CART W/65’ HOSE 

[discontinued when sold] 
Carry hose reel to where you need it.  High 
quality thru-flow English hose cart with 65’ of 
approximately 1/2” hose included.  Also in-
cludes connector hose to faucet and English 
water nozzle. 

Order #: 60-2488 –sold as each 

 

HOZELOCK-FAST REEL-WALL MOUNT 
[discontinued when sold] 
Wall mount thru-flow English hose reel with auto-
matic recoil.  Includes 65’ of approximately 1/2” 
hose.  Also includes connector hose to faucet and 
English water nozzle. 
Order #: 60-2496 –sold as each 

 

REEL EASY-HOSE, REEL AND NOZZLE 
[discontinued when sold] 
Consumer grade hose reel by Garden Tech.  Comes with 50’ of  
1/4” hose and trigger nozzle. 
Order #: 60-9198 –sold as each –6 per case 

SPRAYERS, HOSES & NOZZLES 
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STEEL HOSE HANGER #8115 
FOR 100 FT HOSE 
Gilmour model #8115 holds up to 100 ft. of 
hose.  Keyhole design for easy installation.  
Steel construction with durable, rust resistant 
baked enamel finish. 
Order #: 60-321912 –sold as each –12 per case 

 

PLASTIC HOSE CADDY-
WALL MOUNT 
Holds up to 200 ft. of 1/2” or 150 ft. of 5/8” 
hose.  Handy accessory rack for storing noz-
zles, sprayers, gloves.  Durable, rustproof 
polymer construction. 
Order #: 60-8015 –sold as each –12 per case 

 

YARD SPRINKLERS 
METAL IMPULSE SPRINKLER 
BY DRAMM 
Heavy duty metal base.  All brass sprinkler 
head.  Available in six enticing colors.  Life-
time guarantee. 
Order #: 60-0100 –sold as each –12 per carton 

 

METAL OSCILLATING SPRINKLER BY 
DRAMM  
Variable setting allows coverage up to 
3,036 sq. ft. (66 ft. x 46 ft.).  Durable 
brass jet holes with nozzle needle for 
simple clean-up.  Available in six entic-
ing colors.  Lifetime guarantee. 
Order #: 60-0150 –sold as each –6 per carton 

 

METAL TURRET SPRINKLER BY 
DRAMM  
Nine water patterns supply maximum function-
ality.  Heavy duty metal base.  Molded hook for 
convenient display and storage.  Available in six 
enticing colors.  Limited lifetime guarantee. 
Order #: 60-909 –sold as each –6 per carton 

 

 

RAINTOWER-72” TALL W/METAL HEAD  
[special order item] 
Wade rain water tower 6’ tall if used fully extended with 3 way 
fold out leg set to support metal sprinkler at top of tower.  3/4” 
female hose fitting to hook to a water hose. 
Order #: 60-850 –sold as each 
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